BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In modern times industrial companies struggle to reduce costs and remain competitive in the market. 
UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP THE SYNERGY THAT MAY CHANGE THE INDUSTRIAL FUTURE
It is well known that most of the top engineering students receive good work offers from leading companies at the time of their bachelor graduation, but a few of them reject these offers, as they are willing to pursue graduate studies. These students are not attracted by just a good salary; their driving force is to acquire new theoretical knowledge that they can apply to design new high tech products. Hard workers, innovators, strong in math, physics and engineering fundamentals are common characteristics of this small group of people. Additionally, most of them look at well-known international universities as the place to continue their education and perhaps, after graduation, emigrate to get more challenging working positions.
The challenge is to retain these talents in the country and keep them working in local companies applying their knowledge to create new innovative products and improve the international competitiveness of the region. In the long term, those countries that will be able to retain their talent, will experience a steady economic growth that will warranty sustainability.
In response to these facts, Tecnológico de Monterrey created the Industrial Consortium to
Foster Applied Research and attracts top talent, searching for a top graduate program, and asked the companies to first select and second retain the ones that best fit their needs. After selecting the best candidates the companies assign them to a full time graduate program that will prepare the students to face the challenges and solve the problems that the company will assign to them the very first day at the program. The Industrial Consortium started class activities in August 2008 with thirteen students, selected by five companies. Before then, it took about one year of
negotiations to establish what areas of the engineering field the Consortium should focus on and to work out the legal framework especially around intellectual property.
Even before the first generation of students graduated, all five companies were convinced that the Consortium´s original idea was working very well for them and synergy among companies was found which enhanced the program. The young talents was happy working with Page 26.955.4
experienced engineers provided by the sponsoring companies and closely assisted by faculty, finding new areas to develop/improve products in a very effective way. This relationship enriches the educational process and provides tangible benefits for all stakeholders. Their impact to the business was clearly a successful indicator that the solution to the challenges that led to the foundation of this Industrial Consortium was appropriate.
ENERGY, THE BEST FIT TO FULLFILL THE INDUSTRY NEEDS
One of the great challenges during the inception of the Consortium was searching for an area that would fulfill the needs of most companies willing to invest in training new talent, and at the same time, sharing educational resources to cut cost. It was clear to the sponsor companies that the selected area should be sufficiently attractive for all of them, but not too specialized, to allow the synergy of sharing common computer platforms, expensive software packages, courses, seminars, and other educational aids like laboratories. In addition, a "design center" was recreated with adequate office space to accommodate the students in a real industrial setting. An atmosphere of hard work and collaboration among students was created.
Energy Engineering and Energy Efficiency were finally the selected research areas. All partner companies agreed that under this umbrella they were able to accommodate many different engineering projects, ranging from those heavily oriented to electrical power systems analysis in presence of large nonlinear loads, like Electrical Arc Furnaces for the steel making industry, to combustion in large steam power plants.
Design of new electrical devices, electronics converters, thermal equipment, chemical processes, and renewable energy systems are active areas were the students are currently working sponsored by the partner companies and under the advice and supervision of their respective company mentors and faculty. More recent projects can be found in reference # 2.
Several scientific contributions, like patents, new products and indexed publications, were recently produced. Additionally, significant energy savings were reported by a company that focuses their research in the area of Electric Arc Furnaces for the steelmaking industry.
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THE STAKEHOLDERS: COMPANY, UNIVERSITY AND STUDENTS
The three main stakeholders in this consortium are: company, university and students. A successful program needed to address all their collective needs. Considering the above facts, interest and preferences, the Industrial Consortium was the answer to all of them. Top company engineers are willing to improve their knowledge and share industrial experience with young students, additionally they know which are the company needs and the economic impact of many areas that require improvement, but they do not have the time and knowledge to conduct a deep study using modern simulation tools. The faculty is sometimes afraid to work in solving real company problems, but when supported by company technology leaders, they will accept new challenges to establish good ties with industry. Students get their projects defined from the very first day in the program and have the certainty that their research work will contribute to the economic development of the region. Additionally, he/she will Page 26.955.6
receive from the company an economic support, equivalent to the salary of a junior engineer, as well as the university that will collect full tuition and fees from the company.
The reader might be wondering why a company would invest so much to support a program like this. Well, the answer became obvious after the graduation of the program's first generation of students. All of them were hired by the companies that supported them and are still working in the same area in which they were trained at the university. The transition from university to industry was seamless for these students, with no need for further industrial induction courses or company training.
COMPANY AND UNIVERSITY COMMITMENTS
To secure the formation of human resources, responding to the real needs of the industrial g. To define the basic areas of interest of the graduate program that will be used by the university and the companies themselves in the process of promotion and recruitment of new students.
h. To participate with their engineers in the periodic meetings of the Industrial Consortium to support in defining the courses which the selected students must take for the whole 18/24 months while they remain at the university.
i. To contribute economically with the student recruitment process, research activities and trips to conferences by paying "membership fees" that are administered to cover said expenses. The cost of this membership was set to five thousand (5,000) USD per student for the whole duration of the students program.
j. To help the university widen its network amongst their contacts with the best engineering schools in the country, by jointly calling for talent to enter this graduate program sponsored by them.
Additionally, the university, as coordinator of the fellowship, commits to:
1. Attract the best talent, both in national and foreign universities, to fill the places that the Consortium defines for their needs. This implies travelling to make presentations of the program, and the sponsoring companies, at major events at different engineering schools.
2. Create a work environment, based on a culture of effort, dedication and collaboration, which facilitates knowledge generation and ideas that can be turned into products with a high added value for the companies in the Consortium.
3. Provide adequate space for study, meetings and properly equipped laboratories so the students, teachers and the companies' mentors may perform their work in an efficient way.
4. Protect, in a secure and efficient way, the intellectual property of every company that takes part in the Consortium. 8. As a recognition to the trust that these industrial companies place in the educational institution, the university assumes responsibility of paying the wages and assign the necessary academic load to this activity so their best professors may directly contribute to the formation of these students in the graduate program and to keep open communication channels to assure that teaching and research responds effectively to the companies' needs.
KEY POINTS AND MAIN DIFFERENCES WITH TRADITIONAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Thanks to the economic support provided by companies the students receive a monthly stipend equivalent to the starting salary of any good engineer in the regional companies. In 
LESSONS LEARNED
The Industrial Consortium is a successful program which has demonstrated that investment in applied research can be sustainable, cost effective and strategic for an international company willing to settle in a foreign country. A research center, associated to an industrial company, is like the roots of a tree, needed to be feed by innovations in new products and to monitor the evolution of disruptive technologies driven by competitors that could threaten the stability of the company.
In the herein presented Consortium, after six/seven years of hard work, the number of students remain limited by the number of faculty, however, the number of companies doubled from the original five. The complexity of the projects is increasing with time and new students are faced with more challenging projects. This requires more time and dedication from the students, mentors and faculty. Company mentors are quite limited in time to assist their students and attend the weekly session of debate organized by the consortium. However, several companies require that the faculty advisor spend more time, not only in helping the student, but also to be more involved with the company mentors by paying frequent visits to meet and discuss alternative solutions with them. The number of graduate students that remain working with the sponsor company is directly proportional to the time the company spent in helping the student while in the program. One challenge is that the program does not have any extra funds to reward faculty and/or mentors and, as said before, the amount of time required to mentor these students is considerable if added to the daily working load of engineers and faculty.
CONCLUSIONS
The Industrial Consortium is now a well-established and sustainable program. It is another potential solution to the old problem of connecting educational institutions with local industry. At the same time, it creates the bridge between the creativity of young talent and the local industry needs to create wealth in the region. It stimulates student actions to better understand the real engineering projects and encourages the companies to invest in applied Page 26.955.10 research. It also helps to keep company engineers updated with new technologies and faculty connected to the real world problems. In summary, it is a well-rounded program where all the stakeholders win and it can be replicated in many regions of the world.
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